action to build trust in anything the government presents.
I understand the train yard needs to go somewhere, but it appears that the people of
Thorncliffe Park had a real and viable proposal, that was dismissed and that people changed
the rules to make sure that only one side could possibly be right. You wish to create a ghetto
of some kind instead of letting it evolve into a more diverse and dynamic neighbourhood.
That wall will not stop the noise and it would certainly make me feel like I was in a prison, it
is very intimidating and unforgiving. The psychological impact will be horrendous. Have you
spoken to mental health experts when you made the decisions?
I would like you to have an open and honest discussion with the everyone about the placement
of the yard, and to not bully people into some predetermined decision, once it is done it cannot
be undone, and your terms in office will be over, your potential payoffs will have been made
to people at the mosque, or others. It is a shame that there is no vision for what is fair, imagine
this was Rosedale or the Briidlepath, would you take the same approach? Do you think you
would win against the lawyers they could bring to the case? If not, then you need to treat the
people in this area the same way.
You collectively, as our representatives, need to treat the people of this city with more respect
and care, and properly consider what it could mean to us all, because bullying the poor, or the
new to Canada, says something about not just doubt also about me and my friends, and we are
not those kinds of people, and we would not want people disrespected. It is a stain on our
reputation as a community, a city, and a country and I am ashamed at the way this project has
been behaving.
Do we need rail and alternate transportation to roads, indeed we do, and we need to spread
jobs across Ontario, but not just construction jobs, so that we do not need new highways ( I am
agains the expansion of the 400 series through greenbelt lands it cleans our water and feeds
out people,), and with better rail we will not need to destroy neighbourhoods and green spaces.
So am I against everything, no, but I do think fair treatment and a fair hearing and a reasonable
approach at every step is more than warranted.
Do better,
Andrea Meynell

